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Theoretical background:  

In Cognitive Linguistics, metonymy is regarded as a conceptual phenomenon, rather than a pure 

linguistic substitution of one word for another (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). At the same time, the serial 

nature of metonymy has also been explored by many linguistics (e.g. Reddy 1979, Nerlich & Clarke 

2001, Geeraerts 2002, Ruize de Mendoza & Diéz 2002), showing that the multiple conceptual shifts 

involved in metonymy not only bring about the diachronic semantic change but also play a crucial role 

in polysemy from a synchronic perspective.  

Amongst these research, Hilpert's investigation on chained metonymy (Hilpert2005, 2006, 2007) 

enlightens our present study. Based on Seto (1999)'s classification of metonymic mapping, Hilpert 

observed chained metonymies in containers, body parts, and time-spans domains against British 

National Corpus (Hilpert 2005) and  body part terms in 76 languages by using bilingual dictionaries 

(Hilpert 2006). He claims that C-metonymy (category-subcategory metonymy) are less frequently 

found at the beginning of a chained metonymy than E-metonymy (entity-parts metonymy), regardless 

of semantic domains. However, at the end position of a chained metonymy, different semantic 

domains have their own preference on the choice of metonymic mapping type, e.g. "with containers, 

we frequently encounter final E-metonymies, while final C-metonymies are regularly found with body 

parts" (Hilpert 2005). 

Research questions:  

In line with Hilpert's research, what concerns in this study is the structure of chained metonymies in 

Chinese: Are there types of metonymic mappings that occur frequently within Chinese chained 

metonymies? What are the typical chained metonymy in Chinese, considering the metonymic pattern 

in different positions (e.g. begin-middle-end) of the chain? To what extent the semantic domain (e.g. 

clothing, physical action, human beings...) and the internal structures of Chinese compounds (e.g. 

noun+noun, verb+noun, adj+noun...) will influence the preference of metonymic patterns in different 

positions of the metonymic chains?  

Methodology: 

We use three dictionaries, which take in ancient as well as contemporary Chinese words, to built the 

Chinese chained metonymies database. Only metonymic compound words will be investigated, that is, 

single word and idioms with metonymic meanings are excluded here. To avoid expanding the chained 

metonymy by adding intermediate stages freely, a constraint is employed when we identify chained 

metonymy: the intermediate stage of a chained metonymy has to be an isolated metonymic mapping 

which can be realized by other Chinese linguistic expressions. All chained metonymies in the database 

are coded according to their metonymic mappings at both specific level (based on Peirsman & 

Geeraerts (2006)'s metonymic pattern inventory) and general level (based on Seto (1999)'s 

classification), the locus of metonymic mapping, the semantic domain of metonymic source/target, 

and the internal structure of compounds. Then, some statistic techniques will be adopted to find the 

answers to the research questions. 

Implications: 



This study is expected to analyze chained metonymies in Chinese systematically, with purpose of 

unveiling the serial nature of metonymy together with its structural features in Chinese, and also to 

add weight to the importance of multiple metonymic mechanisms in Chinese people's 

conceptualization of the world.  
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